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1 Introduction
The main goal stated at the Paris agreement is to limit the global temperature rise well below 2 °C
above pre-industrial levels. Limiting the increase of global average temperature to 1.5 °C is striven since
risks and impacts of the climate change would be reduced drastically. To face these challenges, the
European Green Deal was invented by the European Commission. The “Green Deal” is a growth
strategy which aims to transform the economy of the EU into a resource-efficient, modern and
competitive one [1-1, 1-2].

Figure 1: The key elements of the European Green Deal [1-2]

In this context, the European Commission proposed that the amount of renewable energy within the
EU’s overall energy mix should reach 20 % by 2020 and therefore producing energy by solar and wind
plants become even more important. For example the cumulative installed wind farm capacity increased
from 117.3 GW in 2013 to a total capacity of 182.163 GW in 2018 within the EU [1-4-1-6].
Due to the fluctuations in energy produced by wind farms, storage of electricity is crucial. One possibility
for storage is the production of hydrogen via electrolysis using renewable energy sources like wind
farms. The hydrogen is then either directly added to the gas distribution grid or is converted to methane
with external CO or CO2 which is then added to the gas distribution grid as a substitute [1-4].
Increasing the knowledge about the impact of renewable gases on available gas meters in terms of
accuracy and durability is the main object of the EMPIR NEWGASMET project. Therefore in activity
A3.1.1, a literature study was performed to provide information on which technologies can be used to
calibrate gas meters when using renewable gases.
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2 Literature study – Approach
Activity A3.1.1 consists of three subtasks:
Subtask 1:
Performance of a literature study of the technologies usable for calibrating gas meters with
renewable gases. In general, ISO and CEN standards, conference proceedings from the
“International Symposium on Fluid Flow Measurement” (ISFFM), “International Flow
Measurement Conference” (FLOMEKO), the “Bureau International des Poids et Mesures”
(BIPM) data base as well as the most important journals like Measurement Science and
Technology and the “Organisation internationale de Métrologie Légale” (OIML) bulletin are
included.
Subtask 2:
Preparation of a list consisting the currently available flow standards which might be suitable
for use with hydrogen, crude biogas, methane and mixtures of these gases. Additionally, the
definition of pressure and flow rate ranges of interest with respect to legal metrology is included.
Subtask 3:
The results of the literature study (Task 1) are used to create a classification matrix. The
classification matrix contains information about the most important restrictions and critical
influences of the principles and test arrangements usable as flow standards.

For a structured workflow the following work stages are performed by the partners:
i.

Definite allocation of the different literature sources to the partners, see Table 1

ii.

Evaluation of the time period for research, see Table 2

iii.

Documentation of all found articles which might be relevant for the Task, see
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iv.

Table 3

v.

Following a more detailed review of the found articles, a classification matrix is filled in
for each article of interest, see Figure 2

In summary, a time period of 43 years is covered by the literature search. Note that the starting point
for Measurement Science and Technology was determined to 1980 because of technical relevance.
Apart from the explicit mentioned literature sources mentioned in Task 1, a general literature search
using the databases “Web of Science” and “www.measurementlibrary.com” is performed using
keywords like hydrogen, renewable gas, natural gas etc. The results are summarized in the
designation “Other” in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.
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Table 1: List of all searched literature sources by the involved partners
Measurement
Source

ISFFM

Science and

Partner

DIN EN ISO

FLOMEKO

BIPM

standards

Technology (MST)

Other1

OIML

PTB
FHA
NEL
Enagas

Table 2: List of all the searched literature sources by year
Year
Source

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

ISFFM
MST
FLOMEKO
BIPM
OIML
Other1
Year
Source
ISFFM
MST
FLOMEKO
BIPM
OIML
Other1

1

Literature Sources like: Advanced earth-to-orbit propulsion technology, Journal of Physics E: Scientific Instruments, International Journal Series B- Fluids and thermal engineering, Journal of Research of the National Institute of Standards and Technology, NCSL

Workshop and Symposium, Flow Measurement and Instrumentation, IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium, American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers, International Conference on Consumer Electronics, Communications and Networks, Journal of Natural
Gas Science and Engineering
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Table 3: Extract of the found literature overview list. Please see the Appendix for the whole table.
Classification
matrix (y/n)

Partner

2018

n

PTB

2018

n

PTB

ISFFM

2018

y

PTB

CEN Standard

2003

y

PTB

A. Stetsenko

FLOMEKO

2019

y

PTB

O. Bueker

ISFFM

2018

y

PTB

Turbine meter measurement of natural gas

J. A. Bonner

ISFFM

1990

n

PTB

8

Mass meters for gas measurement

M. Buttler

ISHM

2019

y

PTB

9

A novel primary flow standard for compressible flow
calibration: initial testing and calibration

R. Caron

ISFFM

2002

y

PTB

G. Corpron

Advanced earthto-orbit
propulsion
technology

1994

y

PTB

No.

Title

Author

1

Cryogenic flow rate measurement with a laser Doppler
velocimetry standard

R. Maury

2

Experimental validation of an ultrasonic flowmeter for
unsteady flows

V. Leontidis

3

Vortex flowmeters: Transferability of water-based
calibration results to liquids, gases and steam applications

J. Aguilera

EN ISO 5167.2:2003

European
Committee for
standardization

4
5
6
7

10

Exploration of Hydrogen Influence on Physical Properties
of Natural Gas and Metrological Characteristics of Its
Metering Systems
Development and validation of traceable methods for the
measurement of hydrogen absorbed in metal hydride
tanks

Correlation of hydrogen and air flow in critical flow nozzles,
part 2: Calibration results obtained with air and hydrogen
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Figure 2: Classification matrix example for the DIN/EN ISO Norm 5167.2:2003. A list including all
classification matrices can be found in the Appendix
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3 Results of the literature study
The results of the literature research are displayed and described more in detail in this chapter.
First, a general overview is given focussing on the used gases, gas meters and the test
arrangements for calibrating gas meters with renewable gases described in the literature.
Afterwards the most important gas meter types and their behaviour when applicating renewable
gases are presented within own chapters whereas the gas meter types with the least amount of
citations are summarized and presented in one chapter.

3.1 General overview
Figure 3 shows the total amount of relevant articles of each source. Note that the total amount of
the articles shown in Figure 3 are equivalent to the number of classification matrices.
30

No. of articles [-]

25

20

15

10

5

0
FLOMEKO

ISFFM

Other

DIN/EN ISO
Norm

OIML

Measurement
Science and
Instrumentation

Figure 3: Total number of found articles of each source relevant for activity A3.1.1

The most relevant articles that have been found are conference articles of the “FLOMEKO” (24)
and at least in the “Measurement Science and Instrumentation” journal (1). The term “Other”
includes all the journals found by the search via “Web of Science” and includes the journals
denoted with subscript 1 below Table 2 on page 6.
The number of citations regarding the gas meter types is shown in Figure 4. In total, 37 citations
are focussing on nozzles/ venturi nozzles in terms of application of renewable gases. Turbine
meters and ultrasonic meters are cited 13 times each, Coriolis meter twelve times. The other
meter types are cited less than five times.
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Figure 4: Number of citations regarding to the used gas meter type

In
Figure 5 the used gas types according to the different meter types are shown. In some articles
multiple gases are applied to the gas meter under investigation. It becomes apparent that there
is a considerable interest to investigate the influence of different applied gases on the
performance of nozzles/ venturi nozzles since typical renewable gases like methane-hydrogen
mixtures and pure hydrogen are the subject of investigation in four and five articles, respectively.
Solely theoretical investigations regarding the influence of applicating various gases to gas
meters have been found as well.
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Figure 5: Distribution of the gas types according to the meter type and to the number of citations. The meter type “Theoretical investigation” encompasses, for example,
mathematical descriptions on the influence of different gas mixtures on the speed of sound.
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Most of the found articles are using a “Calibration on Site” test arrangement with a total amount
of 23 citations followed by the “Blow Down” and “Loop” with 14 and eleven citations respectively,
see Error! Reference source not found.. The heading “Other” includes, for example, the
DIN/EN ISO norms, in which no test arrangement but the gas meter itself and the scope of
application, restrictions in use etc. are described more in detail.

Figure 6: Number of citations regarding the test arrangement

Articles regarding to gas flow metering with drum meters and rotary piston provers have not been
found within the research using the keywords “piston”, “rotary piston”, “drum meter” at “Web of
Science” and “measurementlibrary.com”.

3.2 Intermediate conclusions
The results of the subchapter 3.1 can be summarized as follows:


220 articles have been reviewed



In total, 62 Classification matrices have been compiled



About 38.71 % of the articles have been found within the FLOMEKO conference
proceedings



Nozzles/Venturi nozzles are most frequent the main topic of the articles reviewed



For the nozzles/venturi nozzles a vast variety of different gases has been applied
in order to investigate/characterize their behaviour



The Calibration on Site test arrangement is used most frequently
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3.3 Hydrogen gas metering
The following section deals with the found literature in which pure hydrogen is applied to different
types of gas meters in a variety of test arrangements. A short summary for each article is given.
The section is closed by a short final conclusion.

3.3.1

Nozzles/Venturi nozzles

Paper [3-1] describes the development of a critical flow nozzle reference for measurements with
hydrogen up to 70 MPa for gas dispenser at hydrogen refuelling stations. Toroidal throat nozzles
according to the ISO 9300 with a 0.6 mm throat diameter made of stainless steel and with a
pressure rating of 100 MPa were used. For the developed system a maximum flowrate of
700 g/min was achieved. Nevertheless, scaling up the system is possible. In result, the critical
flow nozzle reference was tested in a pressure range from 5 MPa to 30 MPa. An uncertainty of
0.6 % at 30 MPa and at a flow of 0.3 kg/min was estimated. Note that the uncertainty includes
not only the uncertainty of inlet pressure and temperature measurements but also the
uncertainties of the primary- and working standard nozzles.
Another calibration facility for high-pressure hydrogen gas flowmeters is described in [3-2]. As
well as in [3-1], a multi-nozzle approach for the on site calibration of Coriolis meter used at
hydrogen refuelling stations was developed. The multi-nozzle calibrator consists of five nozzles
with a flow rate of 110 g/min and a throat diameter of 2.4 mm each. The maximum pressure is
700 kPa. The relative uncertainty of the Cd value for each nozzle was estimated to 0.09 %. For
comparison a Coriolis meter was calibrated at 15 MPa, 25 MPa and 35 MPa within a flow range
of 150 g/min to 520 g/min. The relative standard uncertainty was estimated to 0.91 %.
[3-3] compares the calibration results obtained with air and hydrogen by using critical flow
nozzles. For the calibration, two primary systems were used: a pVTt and a gravimetric system
where only the pVTt system was used to calibrate the nozzles with hydrogen. The calibration
results show that the Reynolds number range determines whether the air data fits are within the
95 % confidence interval of the hydrogen data fit which is from Re = 1.78 x 105 to 1 x 106.
The topic of paper [3-4] is the use of micro-nozzles with various gases within a flow range of
5 ml/h to 5l/h. It states that there is a clear connection between the flow rate through a nozzle
under sonic or subsonic conditions and the differential pressure, independent from the applied
gas type. In fact, a reliable transfer of calibrations for different gases can be achieved. In addition,
the nozzle shape is not identical to the ISO-standard.
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3.3.2

Coriolis meter

In paper [3-5] two Coriolis meters are tested in terms of the capability to measure transient flows
occurring, for example, in hydrogen-refuelling stations. For this purpose, a set of two Coriolis
meters are calibrated against a Transient Flow Facility (TFF) with a critical flow venturi as flow
reference.
The TFF comprises four pressurized tanks with a capacity of 40 l each and an initial pressure of
42 MPa. Those high-pressure tanks can be discharged sequentially in order to simulate cascade
filling of a hydrogen-fuel vehicle. The tests can be performed in a loop mode of operation.
Nitrogen and helium were used for the Coriolis meter tests. For the helium testing, flows from
10 g/s to 45 g/s are achieved and a total mass of 3 kg helium is discharged within three minutes.
The expanded uncertainty of the TFF (k = 2) in instantaneous mass flow ranges from 14 % to
24 %, driven by, inter alia, the changing density in the volume connecting the Coriolis meter and
the critical flow venturi. For the totalized mass metered, the expanded uncertainty of the TFF is
0.45 % (k = 2) and thus lies within the maximum permissible error of 1.0 % defined by the OIML
R139 recommendation for meters in gaseous fuel dispensers. Note that helium is used to
simulate hydrogen due to its approximately similar behavior.
Another calibration approach for Coriolis meter is described in [3-6]. The aim of this work is the
realization of a traceability chain for hydrogen flow metering in the typical flow range of fueling
applications in accordance with the SAE J2601 standard. Several hydrogen-refueling stations
across Europe has been tested with a nominal working pressure up to 70 MPa. The mass
metered with the Coriolis meter are compared to a mobile gravimetric standard so that calibration
on site is possible. In summary, the test results show a good repeatability whereby in dependence
of the installation configuration systematic errors have been detected. Overall, the majority of the
test results are within the Maximum permissible error defined by the OIML in the recommendation
R139 of 3 % and 5 %, respectively.
The pressure dependence of Coriolis meters used at hydrogen refueling stations and its influence
on the measurement accuracy is investigated in [3-7]. Calibration measurements using the test
rig can be performed in a pressure range from 10 MPa to 85 MPa, a flow rate range from
0.1 kg/min to 3.6 kg/min and in the temperature range from 20 °C to 30 °C. In total, more than
1000 individual high-pressure measurements with five high-pressure Coriolis meters of three
different manufacturers have been performed. In general, the measurement results show no
detectable pressure dependency on the accuracy of the mass flow measurement. However, at
higher pressures and particularly short refueling times significant measurement deviations were
found. At the same time, the temperature measured at the reference meter rose while increasing
the inline pressure. This temperature effect can be corrected by additional measurements at low
pressure and elevated temperatures (30 °C).
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In [3-8], a field test standard comprising a weigh scale for gravimetric measurements and several
temperature and pressure sensors to realize the mass flow determination via the pVTt-method
and a Coriolis master meter is used to verify the accuracy of hydrogen dispensers. For the
gravimetric measurements it is essential to perform buoyancy corrections. In summary, there are
a few factors influencing the accuracy:
-

While reaching a thermal equilibrium in field tests is not practicable, predictions
on equilibrium pressure and temperature using a heat transfer model is made to
calculate the error in the dispensed mass measurement of the pVTt-method

-

The used pressure sensors showed a drift of 1.7 %

-

Due to response time lags of the temperature and pressure sensors, the density
measurements become erroneous (unsteady conditions)

Note that prior to the field tests, measurements under laboratory conditions using helium were
performed. In summary, all three methods to verify the accuracy of hydrogen dispenser agree
within 0.57 % under laboratory and within 1.53 % under field test conditions.
[3-9] investigates the performance of Coriolis flow meters used at hydrogen refuelling stations by
applying air and nitrogen. The pressures tested range from 10 to approximately 40 bar. To mimic
the hydrogen behaviour the densities of air and nitrogen range from 11.5 kg/m³ up to 52 kg/m³
(equivalent hydrogen density at 125 bar and 875 bar). Additionally, the temperature influence on
the performance is tested. When operating the flow meters at gas flow rates reaching from 0.05
kg/min to 3.8 kg/min the errors were generally within ±1 %., some errors approached ±0.5 %. The
largest errors occurred at low flow ranges which is quite typical for Coriolis flow meters. When
testing the Coriolis meters at -40 °C, the errors become larger and the results are wider spread.
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3.3.3

Ultrasonic meter

In paper [3-10], an ultrasonic flowmeter for the operation with hydrogen in steady and unsteady
flows is developed. A U-type conduit structure is used to allow lower flow rates and smaller
diameters. This design allows a reduction of the straight length, but the pressure loss is increased
compared to the standard design. In general, the study is limited to low flow rates and small pipe
diameters at low pressure because these conditions thought to be the most challenging for the
operation of ultrasonic flow meters with hydrogen. Three different measurement pipe geometries
have been tested:
-

Conventional with an oblique incidence

-

Two times a U-type configuration with a resulting parallel incidence

When comparing the conventional configuration with the U-type it appears that the conventional
configuration underlies a by ±4 % increased scatter of the measurement results. For the U-type
configuration, a scatter within ±1 % at flow rates from 30 l/min to 240 l/min at 100 kPa has been
observed. After calibration, overall errors within ±1 % should be possible.

3.3.4

Gravimetric

[3-11] describes an instrument to calibrate flow devices gravimetrically. The “Gravimetric
Calibrator” allows a direct mass flow calibration without the need to measure the temperature and
the pressure of the gas. In addition, non-ideal, corrosive and reactive gases can be measured.
It consists mainly of a receptable submerged in water which is connected to a torsion capillary
providing the gas flow and to a load cell measuring constantly the change in weight during a
calibration run. The device is designed to operate within a flow range of 1 cms³/min of hydrogen
up to 10000 cms³/min of tungsten hexafluoride. Test results with nitrogen showed an accuracy of
0.1 % at 100 cms³/min and about 1 % at 10 cms³/min.
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3.3.5

Other flow meters

The development of a new gas flow meter for measuring gas production in bioreactors is
described in [3-12]. It comprises of three chambers with known volume, controlled and operated
by a single controller. In principle, the gas produced by a bioreactor enters the chamber passing
an inlet valve until the pressure within the chamber reaches a certain setpoint. Once the
setpoint has been reached, the inlet valve is closed while the exhaust valve is opened, allowing
the gas to vent completely until equilibrium with the atmospheric pressure is achieved. Using
the ideal gas law, the moles of gas exhausted are calculated. By adding a second chamber, the
meter is insensitive to changes in atmospheric pressure. As soon as the measurement chamber
is filled with produced biogas, the inlet valve of the reference chamber is closed. When
exhausting the biogas from the measurement chamber, the exhaust valve of the reference
chamber is opened as well and allowed to equilibrate with the atmospheric pressure.
Figure 7: Schematic of the low-flow meter using three chambers with the single controller. From

Clark et al. (2011). Used with permission [3-12] shows the schematic of the developed lowflow meter.

Figure 7: Schematic of the low-flow meter using three chambers with the single controller. From Clark et al.
(2011). Used with permission [3-12]

The three gas meters are calibrated against a NIST-certified bubble flow-meter using a gas
mixture comprising of 30 % H2, 30 % CH4 and 40 % CO2 to match the expected gas composition
of the biogas being produced. The 95 % confidence intervals for the error in flow rate
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measurements are estimated to ±0.138, ±0.165 and ±0.163 ml/min for gas meters 1, 2 and 3,
respectively. At this point, flow rates between 0 ml/min and 9 ml/min can be measured. By using
larger measurement chambers or a higher pressure setpoint the adoption to higher flow rates is
possible.

3.3.6

Conclusions

Many different approaches for a reliable metering of hydrogen flow have been studied. For
example, using sonic nozzles as a reference lead to an uncertainty of 0,6 % in the pressure range
from 5 MPa to 30 MPa. Additionally, it is shown that a reliable transfer of calibration data for
different gases can be achieved since there is a clear connection between the flowrate under
sonic/subsonic conditions and the differential pressure, independent from the applied gas type.
At hydrogen refueling stations Coriolis flow meters are commonly used. Calibrating Coriolis
meters against critical flow venturi nozzles under transient conditions showed an expanded
uncertainty of 0.45 % for the totally metered mass. When comparing the mass metered by a
Coriolis meter of a hydrogen refueling station with a gravimetric standard, the majority of the
results were within the MPE of the OIML R139 of 3 % and 5 %, respectively. Another study
investigated the possibility for the use of Ultrasonic meters for metering hydrogen flows at
transient conditions at flow ranges between 30 l/min and 240 l/min. An overall error of ± 1 % can
be achieved. The “Gravimetric Calibrator” as well as the new developed gas flow meter for
measuring gas produced by bioreactors showed good uncertainties as well but the flow range is
limited to 10 cms³/min and 9 ml/min, respectively.
In summary, using sonic nozzles and Coriolis meters for the calibration and the metering of
hydrogen seem to be the most promising approach since the typical flow- and pressure ranges
occurring at hydrogen refueling stations can be studied even by using substitution gases like air,
nitrogen or helium.
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3.4 Natural gas metering
In this section, the most important found literature sources dealing with the metering of natural
gas are presented. A short summary of each article is given, followed by a final conclusion
likewise the previous section. Note that there are no restrictions in terms of applicable gases
mentioned in the papers.

3.4.1

Nozzles/Venturi nozzles

[3-13] describes the situation of the natural gas metrology in Bolivia and Peru. Due to the wide
natural gas composition range in Bolivia, the Bolivian Metrology Institute (IBMETRO) acquired a
set of natural gas mixtures in order to meet the requirements for the calibration of instruments in
the field. Figure 8 shows the composition range of natural gas in Bolivia.

Figure 8: Natural gas composition range in Bolivia [3-13]

For calibration, a critical flow nozzle bench has been installed which can cover flow ranges up to
6 m³/h. A separate pipeline for industrial gases allows gas flow rates up to 1000 m³/h using rotary
gas meters as standards. The calibration of the natural gas mixtures itself is based on the ISO
6143:2001 standard. By regression analysis using the “Generalized Least Squares technique”,
the relationship between the fraction of the component and the response of the instrument is
found.
In [3-14], a new constructed static gravimetric primary standard facility at the “Korean Gas
Corporation” (KOGAS) is described, see Figure 9. The main task of this facility is to calibrate
secondary flow standards and to establish the national primary standard for high-pressure natural
gas flow measurements. A pressure range from 0.5 MPa to 5 MPa within a flow range of 10 m³/h
to 170 m³/h can be covered by the facility. For this purpose, an inter-laboratory comparison with
the “Korea Research Institute of Standard and Science” (KRISS) using five critical flow nozzles
was performed. The maximum pressure of the KOGAS standard is 5 MPa but was limited to
3 MPa because the maximum pressure of the primary air-flow standard of KRISS is 4 MPa (note
that this 4 MPa correspond to 3 MPa using natural gas under choked flow conditions in terms of
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the Reynolds-number). The results show a systematic error of 0.06 % of the standard facility due
to the overlap diverter.

Figure 9: The schematic of the standard facility installed at KOGAS [3-14]

The inter-laboratory comparison measurements show a degree of equivalence at pressures of
1 MPa and 3 MPa within ±0.23 % and ±0.14 %, respectively.
In paper [3-15] a close loop facility comprising four sets of DN 100 turbine meters serving as
reference meters was built at the National Institute of Metrology (NIM) in China. The close loop
facility is compared to the secondary standard of the NIM which uses 16 critical flow venturi
nozzles as master meters. The schematic of the close loop facility is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Schematic of the used secondary standard at NMI [3-15]
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A pressure range of 190 kPa to 2500 kPa and a flow range of 40 m³/h to 1300 m³/h can be
covered by the facilities. To decrease the uncertainty of the pressure measurement an absolute
pressure sensor is installed in the manifold upstream to the reference meters. The pressure
measurements for the reference meters and the meter under test (MUT) are performed by using
differential pressure transducers. Overall, an expanded uncertainty for the MUT of 0.20 % (k = 2)
was calculated, verified by the comparison of the sonic nozzle facility with the close loop facility.
The calibration with sonic nozzles in high pressure natural gas is described in [3-16]. A combined
calibration curve consisting three different nozzle sizes and two fluids was formed, see Figure 11.
For air, a nozzle with a throat diameter of 1.34 mm is calibrated against a bell prover. For natural
gas measurements, two nozzles with different throat diameters were used: 9.94 mm and
10.02 mm, respectively. For the natural gas measurements, a G100 turbine gas meter is used as
reference.

Figure 11: Theoretical discharge coefficient curves and the measurement results of the three nozzles used
at different conditions [3-16]

Numerical analysis indicated that the flow at the nozzle throat is more stable at Reynoldsnumbers above 5 x 105. In summary, the calibrated discharge coefficients of the nozzles used
agree within ±0.5 % of the ISO 9300 curve.
The design of a new large-capacity flow calibration/test facility is introduced in [3-17]. It allows
the calibration of fluid flow meters within a pressure range from 1 MPa to 5 MPa. It uses a sonic
nozzle bank comprising twelve nozzle packages with a total of 28 nozzles with nominal throat
diameters ranging from 3.844 mm to 15.844 mm which are calibrated against the gravimetric
primary standard of KRISS using natural gas. With this configuration a flow range from 400 m³/h
up to 4000 m³/h can be covered. The nozzle package allows the calibration of turbine flow meter
working standards. In addition, an ultrasonic flow meter is installed upstream of each
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working standard to monitor the drift in the working standard. Overall, the uncertainty target of
<0.24 % has been reached at all pressures investigated.
A precise calculation of the speed of sound of natural gas mixtures using neural networks is
described in paper [3-18]. The knowledge about the speed of sound is crucial for the calibration
of flowmeters when using sonic nozzles. The “Artificial Neural Network” (ANN) is utilized for the
prediction of the speed of sound and the compressibility factor, respectively. The ANN has 23
inputs comprising 21 natural gas components, pressure and temperature in total with the
compressibility factor Z and the speed of sound as outputs. For testing and training of the ANN,
more than 20350 reliable datasets have been used. The resulting critical mass fluxes of sonic
nozzles calculated with the Z-factor and the speed of sound were then compared to experimental
results. By using the R and RMSE criteria, the high reliability of the neural network outputs have
been proven since the worst conditions of the R are 0.9984 and 0.99977, respectively. For the
RMSE, 0.019457 and 0.00876 are the worst amounts for the Z-factor and the predictions,
respectively.

3.4.2

Coriolis meter

Paper [3-19] shows the capability of gravimetrically, water calibrated Coriolis meters to satisfy the
requirements and specifications of national/international standards when measuring natural gas.
Each Coriolis meter is density calibrated using air and water first and then calibrated with water
gravimetrically. By using the obtained data, the so called “K-factor” or flow calibration factor can
be determined. Figure 12 shows the error curve of a DN 25 Coriolis meter when applying natural
gas.

Figure 12: Error curve of a DN 25 Coriolis meter gravimetrically calibrated with water when applying natural
gas [3-19]
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3.4.3

Ultrasonic meter

A model for the calculation of the speed of sound of natural gas mixtures is presented in [3-20].
The model covers a pressure range from 0 MPa to 10 MPa and temperatures up to 350 K. In
general, the equation is valid only for natural gas mixtures containing methane, ethane, propane,
normal butane, isobutane, normal pentane, isopentane, hexane, nitrogen and carbon dioxide.
The accuracy of the equation is determined by the accuracy of the underlying data. In fact, for a
desired uncertainty of 0.1 % of the calculated data the experimental data must have an
uncertainty of at least 0.1 %. For the very lowest temperatures (195 K) at pressures greater than
5 MPa, the desired uncertainty of 0.1 % has not been accomplished.
Main aspect of paper [3-21] is a method to maintain the accuracy of ultrasonic gas meters
calibrated with air at atmospheric pressure when measuring natural gas at elevated pressure. For
this purpose, two- and four-channel ultrasonic flow meters are verified using natural gas at
pressure of 0.4 MPa, 2 MPa and 3 MPa after an initial calibration with air at atmospheric
conditions The resulting error curves of both ultrasonic flow meters are displayed in Figure 13
and Figure 14.

Figure 13: Error curve of the Energoflow GFE 202 ultrasonic meter verification with natural gas [3-21]

Figure 14: Error curve of the Energoflow GFE 404 ultrasonic meter verification with natural gas [3-21]

In summary, both ultrasonic meter types showed good stable results and the test results
confirmed compliance with the requirements of the OIML R 137-1&2 and the MID 2014/32/EU.
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3.4.4

Ultrasonic meter (Natural gas – hydrogen mixture)

In [3-22] the influence of adding different amounts of hydrogen to natural gas in terms of metering
with an ultrasonic meter are simulated. For ultrasonic gas meters, the physical parameters
affecting the measurement results are mainly the gas density as well as the acoustic velocity.
The hydrogen quantity injected into natural gas reaches from 2 % to 23 %. The results show that:
-

The relative density of the natural gas-hydrogen mixture decreases by 1.7 % (2 %
hydrogen injected) and 20.5 % (23 % hydrogen injected)

-

3.4.5

The speed of sound of the gas mixture increases by 1 % to 13.5 %

Ultrasonic meter (Propanated methane)

Paper [3-23] describes the prediction of the calorific value and the Wobbe index by measuring
the sound velocity and the sound attenuation parameter. To measure the ultrasonic properties,
two oppositely placed transducers are used which is a typical setup for ultrasonic gas flow meters
operating according to the time-of-flight technique. The obtained data were used to train the
regression model. In order to take different biomethane composition into account, the content of
methane, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, propane and butane were varied. In summary it is shown that
the sound attenuation parameter and the velocity of sound measured at 1 MHz in propanated
methane are useful for gas mixture characterization.
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3.4.6

Other flow meters

The behavior of the following gas flow meters when applied to biogas production sites is
investigated in paper [3-24]:
-

Differential pressure

-

Mass flowmeter

-

Averaged pitot

-

Thermal-mass flowmeter

-

Vortex flowmeter

At the first step, the flowmeter listed above are compared to a Venturi nozzle test facility using
natural gas and air. To the averaged pitot tube flowrates from 30 Nm³/h up to 400 Nm³/h at a
pressure of 105.0 kPa are applied with gas velocities reaching from 0.7 m/s to 18 m/s. The
resulting error is less than ±1 % but increases to 5 % at flow rates equal or less than Qmin. For
the differential pressure flowmeters (venturi, V-cone and oscillations) the gas flowrate varied from
30 Nm³/h to 800 Nm³/h with a gas velocity covering the range from 1 m/s to 30 m/s. In summary,
the venturi and the V-cone showed an error of about 1 % whereas the oscillation showed an error
of about 5 % (see Figure 15).

Figure 15: Error curve of the Averaging pitot (left) and the differential pressure flowmeter (right) according
to the standard flowrate [3-24]

In the next step, the same flowmeters were installed at three different biogas production sites
with a crude biogas production of about 150 Nm³/h to 500 Nm³/h. Note that at two of the three
production sites two supplementary flowmeters (Thermal-mass flowmeter and vortex flowmeter)
had been installed. For the measurements, the following parameters had been acquired:
-

The standard flowrate every five minutes

-

Gas pressure and temperature every five minutes

-

Gas composition every two weeks for two production sites
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-

Methane concentration every five minutes for one production site

-

Meteorological data every hour (ambient temperature, humidity, atmospheric
pressure)

Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the flow rate shift compared to the biogas pressure and the biogas
temperature for different flowmeter over the whole measuring period of a month. In summary it
can be stated that it is possible to correctly measure the flow rate of crude biogas despite its high
humidity and variation in composition.

Figure 16: Flow rates shift compared to the absolute biogas pressure for the whole measuring period [3-24]

Figure 17: Flow rates of an averaged pitot, V-cone and vortex meter compared to the biogas temperature
[3-24]

Thermal mass and vortex meters are most sensitive to fluctuations in biogas composition
whereas the averaged pitot tube showed to be the most accurate/robust flowmeter, followed by
the cone meter and the venturi tube.
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[3-25] describes the calibration of two commercial capillary type thermal mass flowmeter with two
traceable test facilities: a bell prover (volumetric primary standard) and sonic nozzles (secondary
standard). For the bell prover calibration rig, the minimum uncertainty is ±0.30 % for all tested
flow rates whereas the minimum uncertainty of the secondary calibration rig is ±0.60 % for the
lower flow rates and ±0.30 % for the higher flow rates, respectively. For the comparison of the
calibration results, the normalized error (compatibility index) is calculated. The calibration results
are shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19 for meter A and B.

Figure 18: The calibration results of meter A performed at the primary- and the secondary standard [3-25]

Figure 19: The calibration results of meter B performed at the primary- and the secondary standard [3-25]
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It can be concluded that for both tested meters the errors are within the maximum permissible
error (MPE) of ±3 % for Qmin < Q ≤ Qt and ±1.5 % for Qt ≤ Q ≤ Qmax. Additionally, a satisfactory
compatibility index between the different calibrations is shown. These results are quite interesting
since the calibration rigs used are based on two different approaches. At the primary calibration
rig the gas quantity is the mainly measured quantity whereas at the secondary calibration rig the
gas flow rate is the primary measured quantity.
The development of a new kind of primary standard for the calibration of flow meters is described
in paper [3-26]. A schematic of the developed calibration system is sown in Figure 20. In principle
almost any gaseous media can be used in the system described. Calibration data of a turbine
meter using air at different densities to correlating equivalent densities of nitrogen, natural gas,
helium and other gaseous media are presented. For the design of the calibrator, the following
criteria amongst others are defined:
-

The Primary standard must be traceable directly to the National Bureau of Standards

-

Capable of calibrating meters with actual gaseous media used in service

-

Simulating the density or Reynolds-number with equivalent parameters to all the
calibration of meters with other gases

-

Capable to calibrate flow meter from partial vacuum to 10.34 MPa absolute

Figure 20: Schematic of the calibration system [3-26]

For operation, the system has to be charged with a preselected gas within a pressure range from
68.95 kPa to 9.93 MPa at room temperature. By moving the sealed piston, a gas flow is created
which flows through the meter under test back to the other side of the piston. As soon as the
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piston reaches the extreme downstream position the ball valve is opened automatically and the
gas flows back into the starting position. A computer samples the pressure, temperature, as well
as the differences in pressure and temperature. The traceability of the calibrator to the National
Bureau of Standards is achieved since water draws has shown an accuracy of the pressure
correction of the piston of ±0.004 %. Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the dependency of the
calibration factor K from the Reynolds number by applying various gases and different calibration
sites. In addition, a turbine meter was calibrated at a National Calibration Laboratory against sonic
venturis at various densities and at atmospheric pressure against a bell prover. The calibrations
were then performed with the “Aerotrak” calibrator and the results are compared.

Figure 21: The calibration factor K of a turbine meter in dependency of the Reynolds number for different
gases calibrated with the calibrator [3-26]

Figure 22: The calibration factor K of a turbine meter calibrated at a calibration lab and with the aerotrak
calibrator at pressures of 689.48 kPa, 2.07 MPa, 2,76 MPa and 3.45 MPa [3-26]
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A complete measurement uncertainty analysis has not been performed in the paper but it is
expected to be in the region of ±0.3 %.

3.4.8

Conclusions

There are various approaches for the calibration of flow meters when using natural gas and
natural gas mixtures. The development of a new gravimetric primary standard showed good
agreement with the calibration of sonic nozzles with an error of 0.06 %. Sonic nozzles themselves
can be used as a standard as well as for calibrating turbine meters. Comparison measurements
with turbine meters on the other hand showed an error of only 0.5 %. Simulations show that due
to the injection of hydrogen into natural gas mixtures the most relevant physical parameters
affecting the measurement quality of ultrasonic meters (gas density, speed of sound) are
influenced significantly and must be taken into account. For metering biogas, even in change of
composition, it can be stated that averaged pitot tubes are the most accurate flow meter type.
The calibration of capillary type thermal mass flow meter with a bell prover and sonic nozzles
lead to a minimum uncertainty of 0.30 % and 0.60 %, respectively. Finally, the development of a
new type of piston prover acting as a primary standard showed good measurement results in
comparison to e.g. sonic venturis, even when different gases are applied. In principle, any gas
type can be calibrated with this type of primary standard.
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3.5 Calibration facilities & Primary gas flow standards
In the following section calibration facilities and primary gas flow standards for gas flow meters
are described. Note that the use of hydrogen or gas mixtures with hydrogen as fluid is not
mentioned explicitly in most cases.
A calibration facility (Figure 23) for small gas flow rates based on the gravimetric method is
described in paper [3-27]. The facility was primarily designed to calibrate sonic nozzles.
Nevertheless, the calibration of other gas flow meter types is possible. Gas flow rates in the range
from 10 g/min up to 50 g/min can be reached.

Figure 23: Schematic diagram of the calibration facility based on the gravimetric method [3-27]

In order to reduce the fluctuation of the Reynolds number during a calibration run down to less
than 0.1 %, the temperature of the surrounding room was kept constant at 25±1 °C. The weight
of the measuring cylinder was determined using two balances – a mechanical and an electrical
comparator balance. To prevent air flow effects both balances were installed within chambers.
When measuring the weight of the cylinder the buoyancy effect must be taken into account or
eliminated. In this case a reference cylinder of the same volume and shape as the measuring
cylinder is introduced and is weighted additionally at each calibration run, eliminating the
buoyancy effect by generating the difference of the effects on the measuring and the reference
cylinder, respectively. In summary, the expanded uncertainty of the established primary
calibration facility was within ±0.12 % in the flow rate range of 0.01 g/min to 50 g/min using
nitrogen gas. Note that the standard uncertainty of the discharge coefficient of the used nozzles
must be recalculated when applying other gases.
In [3-28], the calibration facility described in [3-27] was used to test two differently sized venturi
nozzles. The sonic venturi nozzles can be used as transfer standards at small mass flow rates
as long as the Reynolds number remains constant during a measurement and the upstream flow
conditions of the nozzles stable. The combined standard uncertainty of the used sonic venturi
nozzles are +0.112 % for the larger and 0.089 % for the smaller nozzle at a flow rate of 5 g/min.
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The improvement of a blow-down type high pressure calibration rig using air is described in [329]. It consists of seven nozzles in total which can be used in parallel if necessary. For the
scheme of the calibration rig design, see Figure 24. Since the maximum operation pressure of
the calibration rig is 6 MPa, a maximum flowrate of 12000 m³/h can be achieved.

Figure 24: Scheme of the design of the improved sonic nozzle calibration rig [3-29]

For internal quality checks on the applicability of parallel nozzle arrays, consistency between the
nozzles and long-term calibration stability, a rotary gas meter, a turbine flow meter and a sonic
nozzle have been used. In terms of the applicability of parallel nozzle arrays, the calibration
results performed with a G100 rotary meter showed a difference of about 0.3 % of relative
deviation between the calculated flow rate at the nozzles in parallel and the weighting method
compared to the flow rate measured with the rotary meter. To check the consistency of the
nozzles used, a G650 turbine meter was installed downstream of the nozzles. The calibrations
were performed within a flow range of 200 m³/h to 1000 m³/h. The results showed a difference of
about 0.05 % in relative deviation. In order to check the long-term stability of the calibration rig,
two sonic nozzles were selected to check all seven standard sonic nozzles of the rig. After ten
months, the relative deviation is within ±0.03 %.
In [3-30], a newly developed primary gas flow calibration system is described, see Figure 25. It
consists of a gravimetric standard and a group of sonic nozzles allowing calibrations within a flow
range from 1 cmN³/min up to 2500 Nl/min of any non-corrosive gas. In contrast to other static
gravimetric system the developed “gravimetric flow standard” requires less mass depletion thus
reducing the amount of time necessary to take a data point. In addition, the gravimetrical
measuring points can be taken “on the fly” – no bottles etc. have to be removed for weighing.
Although the depletion
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times have been minimized a significant amount of time is still needed when measuring lower
flows. For this purpose an automated mass handler was invented which automatically lifts the
gas cylinder up and places a tare mass on the balance thus removing the balance drift during a
calibration. This taring process can be performed without any interruption.

Figure 25: Schematic of the gravimetric flow standard according to [3-30]

The uncertainty of the gravimetric flow standard have been verified by comparing it with a static
gravimetric system. At 100 cmN³/min, the uncertainty is within an agreement of 0.025 %. In
addition, the traceability was verified by comparing the measurement results at the highest
possible flows with the “primary B” of the CEESI, see Figure 26.

Figure 26: Comparison of the flow rate readings at high flow rates [3-30]
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In paper [3-31], the development of a new pressure, volume, temperature and time (pVTt) primary
gas flow standard is introduced. It comprises amongst inter alia three gas collection tanks with
2 l, 30 l and 500 l, respectively (Figure 27). Flow rates reaching from 0.01 l/min with the 2 l gas
collection tank up to 300 l/min with the 500 l tank can be realized with an operating pressure
range from 200 kPa up to 1000 kPa. The meter under test is isolated from pressure variations in
the downstream piping by a sonic nozzle. Dry air, nitrogen, argon, oxygen and carbon dioxide
can be used for calibrations. Nevertheless, flammable gases or process gases like methane and
hydrogen will be included in the future. The gas collection tanks are immersed within a circulated
water bath, reducing the time needed to reach thermal equilibrium after filling/evacuating the
tanks with gas. The water temperature is controlled near 296 K.

Figure 27: Arrangement of the collection tanks inside the water bath [3-31]

At a flow range of 260 l/min the gas temperature inside of the 500 l tank were within ±0.02 K after
a waiting time of 20 minutes. Thus, the contribution to the uncertainty was small. Intra comparison
measurement were performed between the newly develop pVTt standard and a piston prover and
two bell provers. Figure 28 and Figure 29 show a few calibration results of the intra comparison.
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Figure 28: Calibration results from the bell provers and the PVTt 500 l system using two different sized
nozzles [3-31]

Figure 29: Calibration result from the piston prover and the PVTt system with different sized nozzles [3-31]

Overall, the measurement uncertainty analysis resulted in a relative expanded uncertainty of
0.10 % at a 95 % confidence level.
A primary flow standard using both the gravimetric and the volumetric method is described in [332]. The primary vessel is a sphere with a volume of approximately 0.74 m³ immersed in a waterfilled buoyancy tank, connected to a tare weight and a pair of load cells. A scheme of the
developed primary flow standard is shown in Figure 30. The buoyancy tank servers two purposes.
On the one hand it reduces the weight of the primary vessel and reduces the time needed to
reach temperature equilibrium after filling the vessel by enhancing the thermal conductivity and
the heat transfer in general, respectively. The water temperature is kept constant at 297 K thus
removing any uncertainties in volume determination of the vessel due to thermal effects. For the
mass determination via the gravimetric method the primary vessel is weighted on an equal-arm
analytical balance where the resolution and the accuracy of the measurement is improved by a
tare weight. By using two load cells it is possible to check the performance of the two load cells
continuously by monitoring the mass measurement of one load cell relatively to the other. The
primary vessel can be pressurized with air up to 10.3 MPa.
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Figure 30: Primary Gas Flow Standard developed at Visteon [3-32]

The results of the preliminary uncertainty analysis are as follows. For the gravimetric system 17
components had been taken into account resulting in an estimated uncertainty of ±0.073 %. For
the volumetric system an uncertainty of ±0.13 % with a total of 33 components had been
estimated.
Topic of paper [3-33] is the description of a gas flow standard facility with the possibility to adjust
the working temperature as shown in Figure 31. The facility comprises a temperature chamber in
which the meter under test (MUT) is located, a heat exchanger, a duo-rotary meter as master
meter and a blower since the calibrations were performed in suction mode. Temperatures from 25 °C to 55 °C can be adjusted within a flow rate of 10 m³/h up to 250 m³/h. The temperature
within in the chamber is stabilized and did not exceed a change of ±0.5 °C. In general, turbine
meters, rotary and ultrasonic meters can be calibrated.

Figure 31: Block diagram of the gas flow facility [3-33]

In total, an extended uncertainty of 0.29 % (k = 2) had been achieved using a gas rotary meter.
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[3-34] deals with the improvement of the National Primary Standard GET 118-2017 and methods
to reproduce and transfer gas flow rate units in the Russian Federation. The GET 118.2017 is a
complex comprising five test rigs which are interconnected by means of a reference sonic nozzle
which were calibrated with a bell prover. For transferring the gas flow rate units from the reference
to the calibratable sonic nozzles laminarizers (laminar flow elements) as comparators were
developed and patented. The reference installation is shown in Figure 32. The relative change in
the pressure drop at the comparator determines the volumetric gas flow rate of the calibratable
nozzle.

Figure 32: Scheme of the reference installation for the calibration of sonic nozzles. 1: laminarizer
(comparator); 2: pressure differential sensor; 3: pressure sensor; 4: receiver; 5: lower flow reference sonic
nozzle (RSN); 6: calibratable nozzle; 7: higher flow RSN; 8-10: valves; 11: compressor [3-34]

Due to the improvements made the gas flow rate range was expanded significantly to 0.0003 m³/h
to 16.000 m³/h while the air gauge pressure was increased to 1 MPa in the flow rate range from
10 m³/h to 2.300 m³/h. Overall the expanded uncertainty was reduced from 0.08 % to 0.06 % in
the flow range from 1 m³/h to 65 m³/h and the expanded uncertainty in general is within 0.06 %
to 0.11 %.
The designing of a high pressure gas flow standard facility using sonic nozzles at the National
Institute of Metrology in China is described in [3-35]. Note that the schematic of the facility is
shown in Figure 10. It consists of three sections with the maximum pressure fixed at 2.5 MPa:


A pVTt facility with a nominal volume of the collection tanks of 100 l and 2 m³ was
treated as the Primary standard. The best measurement capabilities were 0.08 %
(k = 2) for flow rates within 0.019 kg/h to 1.367 kg/h verified by comparison
measurements with the PTB, LNE, NIST



For the Secondary standard 16 critical flow venturi nozzles were used as the master
meter. The nozzles were traceable to the primary standard. Flowrates up to 400 m³/h
with a measurement capability of 0.15 % were achieved also verified by the PTB,
LNE and NIST. Note that due to the limited volume of the storage tank and the
relatively poor temperature stability the maximum flowrate was 7.200 Nm³/h



The close loop facility in Figure 10 was built as the working standard
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Overall, the expanded uncertainty of the meter factor for the meter under test was calculated to
0.15 % at k = 2.

3.5.1

Theoretical and practical investigations

[3-36] investigates the benefits of combining three independent traceability chains. The
references used for the theoretical approach are a High-Pressure Piston Prover (HPPP), Critical
Flow Venturi Nozzles (CFVN) and a Laser-Doppler Anemometer (LDA) located at the pigsar
calibration facility. In example, for two G1000 transfer reference meters the measurement
uncertainty decreases from 0.110 % to 0.089 % compared to a single traceability chain.
Additionally, the improvement for two G1000 travelling reference meters is 0.021 % and for the
working standards 0.014 % and 0.012 %, respectively. Since the LDA optical standard has the
highest Calibration and Measurement Capability (CMC), omitting this traceability chain leads to
an improvement of the two remaining traceability chains’s CMCs of the workings standards of
0.009 % and 0.010 %.
In [3-37] a blow-down test is performed simulating transient conditions occurring at, for example,
vehicle refueling stations with natural gas or hydrogen to investigate the performance of a critical
flow venturi (CFV) at these circumstances. The used CFV (1 mm throat diameter) is calibrated
with a part of the PVTt flow standard at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
at steady-state conditions. An 8 l cylinder pressurized to 10 MPa with nitrogen is used for the
blow-down test. The discharged gas flows through the CFV into a 678 l collection volume (PVTt
flow standard). The accumulated gas mass in the collection volume is than compared with
thenumerically integrated CFV flow under transient temperature and pressure conditions, leading
to an agreement of -0.38 %.The tests made shows that the measuring of the gas temperature at
the CFV is crucial since it is a major source of uncertainty. Installing a thermistor at the upstream
temperature tap and two thermistors at the downstream taps showed a difference in temperature
of about 7 K. Note that the up- and downstream taps are 7 cm separated from each other. Due
to the gas expansion, the upstream piping is cooled down as well and thus cooling down the gas
in front of the CFV as well. In consequence, large radial, axial and time-dependent temperature
gradients occur at the
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approach tube. By adding a heat exchanger upstream of the nozzle an uncertainty of <0.15 %
can be reached.

3.5.2

Conclusions

Several calibration facilities and primary gas flow standards which are intended to be used for
calibrations of flow meters with hydrogen have been presented. The calibration facilities basing
on the gravimetric method allow calibrations within flow ranges from 0.01 g/min to 50 g/min and
from 1 cmN³/min up to 2500 Nl/min with uncertainties within ±0.12 % and 0.0025 %, respectively.
With the National Primary Standard GET 118-2017 of the Russian Federation calibrations of sonic
nozzles up to 16000 m³/h are possible. The benefits of combining three independent traceablity
chains (High-Pressure Piston Prover, Critical Flow Venturi Nozzles, Laser-Doppler Anemometer)
have been shown since the measurement uncertainty for two G1000 transfer reference meters
decreases from 0.110 % to 0.089.

3.5.3
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3.6 Theoretical investigations
The articles [3-38, 3-39] are focussing on the theoretical investigation on the possibility to transfer
water-based calibration results of a vortex flowmeter to other fluids and on the possibility to apply
other fluids like hydrogen to a coriolis meter in general, respectively.

3.6.1

Vortex flowmeter

In most cases, vortex flowmeters are calibrated using water. Typically, transferring the waterbased calibration results to other fluids is acceptable when the entire or most of the flow range of
the intended application is covered. Though, due to the fact that the viscosity and density of gases
significantly differ from the viscosity and density of liquids, this requirement can not be achieved.
The functional principle on a vortex flowmeter is based on the vortex shedding (“von Karman
vortex street”) behind a bluff body. The vortex shedding itself is closely related to the Reynolds
(Re) number, see Figure 33.

Figure 33: Characteristic development of the von Karman vortex street depending on the Re number of the
fluid [3-38]

In summary, the response of the vortex flowmeter is physically comparable between a liquid and
a gas application when the Re number are the same since the Re number characterizes the
development of the vortex shedding independently from the applied fluid type. In fact, contrary to
liquids, gases exhibit a remarkable compressibility affecting the fluid dynamics and the interaction
with the vortex flowmeter. As a result there is only a narrow range of, or even no overlapping
when comparing gas flow measurements with water-based calibration results, see Figure 34.
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From the Re number point of view it states that is technically possible to overlap water and gas
measurements.

Figure 34: Flow perspective vs. Re number perspective of the comparison of the water-based calibration range with
the calibration range of a gas [3-38]

The minimum gas flow rate is defined by several factors:
-

A minimum differential pressure must be caused by a vortex in order to produce a
minimum torque to the Sensing Element to generate a response signal

-

Typically, the Re number must be > 5000

The maximum gas flow rate is determined by one of the two limiting factors:
-

The Mach number (Ma) of the fluid passing the bluff body. In general, the maximum flow
rate of the gas shall not exceed the limit
𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝐺 < 0,3 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ √𝑘 ∗ 𝑅 ∗ 𝑇𝐺

(1)

With A as the cross-section area of the bluff body, k the ratio of specific heats, R the gas
constant and TG the gas temperature
-

The resonance frequency of the sensing element which can be estimated to:
𝑓𝑛 ≈

1

2𝜋

∗ 𝑐𝐴 √

𝐸∗𝐼

4
𝑚𝑙 ∗𝑙𝑆𝐸

(2)

Here, E denotes the Young Modulus of elasticity, lSE the length of the sensing element, I
the area moment of inertia, ml the mass per unit length of the sensing element and cA is
a coefficient related to the sensing element
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3.6.2

Coriolis meter

The fiscal transfer of process gases like ethylene, oxygen and hydrogen as well as utility gases
(e.g. natural gas) are principal applications of Coriolis meters. In gas applications, the linearity
can be better than 0,1 % in some cases. Typically, the linearity is better than 0,35 %. Since
Coriolis meter are measuring the mass directly, there is no need to quantify the current gas
volume at the measuring flow conditions. Additionally, no pressure and temperature
measurements at the flowing conditions are needed to calculate the compressibility or for the
conversion to reference conditions.
The minimum measurable flow of a Coriolis meter is determined by:
-

Minimum acceptable accuracy

-

Worst-case drift in the meter’s zero, the “Zero stability”

The maximum measurable flow of a Coriolis meter is limited by:
-

The flow velocity - most Coriolis meters are able to measure the gas velocity accurately
up to 0,3 times the speed of sound of the gas

-

Maximum allowable pressure drop of the application

In summary, Coriolis meters are able to measure a vast variety of different gases with high
linearity. Since the mass flow is directly measured, no restrictions in terms of applicable gases
are mentioned.

3.6.3
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3.7 Standards
The following section summarizes the restrictions and critical influences which have to be taken
into account when measuring the fluid flow with Orifice plates, Nozzles/Venturi nozzles, Venturi
tubes and Cone meters, defined in the DIN/EN ISO 5167 standards. For a more detailed overview
of the general principles, restrictions and critical influences of each device see the regarding
standard. [3-40-3-44]

3.7.1

General restrictions and validities

Independent from the used measurement device listed above, the following restrictions regarding
the fluid to be measured must be taken into account:
-

Only monophase fluids

-

Subsonic fluid speed

-

No pulsating flows

Otherwise the calculation of the flow can not be performed in accordance with this standard. In
addition, the density and the viscosity of the applied fluid at operating conditions must be known.
If a compressible fluid is applied, the isentropic exponent at operating conditions must be known
as well. For the calculation of flow, the expansion number of the fluid has to be calculated. Each
part of the standard defines an equation for this calculation which is valid for air, natural gas and
wet steam. But there are no known objections to use the equations for any other type of gas as
long as the isentropic exponent is known and the pressure ratio of the inlet- to outlet pressure is
greater than 0.75.

3.7.2

Critical flow Venturi nozzles

The DIN EN ISO 9300 [3-45] defines the general requirements for pressure and temperature
measurements as well as, for example, geometrical conditions. More important the parameters
of the critical discharge function for different temperatures and pressures for nitrogen, argon, dry
air, methane, carbonoxides and vapor are given. No restrictions in terms of applicable gases are
mentioned.
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3.7.3

Diaphragm gas meter

In [3-46], the general requirements and the testing for construction, safety and manufacturing of
diaphragm gas meters of the accuracy class 1.5 are described. In general, all gases of the first,
second and third type according to EN 437 can be metered up to a maximum flowrate of 160 m³/h
at a maximum operating pressure of 0.5 bar. The gas temperature range should follow the
specifications of the diaphragm meter manufacturer, but should be at least 40 K. For the ambient
temperature, a range of -10 °C to 40 °C is possible.

3.7.4

Turbine gas meter

[3-47] defines the measurement conditions, requirements and the testing with regard to the
construction, safety and performance of axial and radial class 1 turbine flow meters. Any volume
flow measurements with fuel gases of the first and second type according to EN 437 can be
performed. The maximum operating pressure is 420 bar, the maximum flow rate 25000 m³/h, the
gas temperature range must be at least 40 K and the ambient temperature range at least 50 K.

3.7.5

Rotary displacement gas meter

The DIN/EN standard [3-48] is valid for rotary displacement meters for the volume measurement
of fuel gases of the first, second and third type according to EN 437. The operation pressure shall
not exceed 20 bar and the ambient/gas temperature range must be within -10 °C to 40 °C.

3.7.6
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53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

of

volumes

in

Fluid flow measurement using insertion turbine
meters
A primary calibration system for the support of
high performance gas flow transfer standards
Pulsation free rotary piston meters for use as
reference standards
Intercomparison exercise of high pressure test
facilities within greg
Numerical investigations of two-phase flow
through differential pressure type flowmeters
The Q.Sonic ultrasonic gas flowmeter for custody
transfer
Calibration performance of small volume prover
for several types of hydrocarbon flowmeters
Systematic investigations of cylindrical nozzles
acc. ISO 9300 down to throat diameters of 125
µm
A flow conditioner-nozzle meter for high accuracy
Performance characteristics of transit time
ultrasonic flow meters
New technology directly measures mass flow of
gas
Primary calibration of gas flows with a
weight/time method
Comprehensive study of methane + ethane
system
Improved determination of the gas flow rate for
UHV and leak metrology with laser refractometry
Variable area and pressure difference flowmeters
Large scale flow calibration by capacitance
measurement within a tank
Measurement of natural gas at low temperatures
using displacement type & turbine meters
Thermal mass-flow meter
Calibrationless rotating Lorentz-force flowmeters
for low flow rate applications
New system for the pressurized gas flow
standard in japan

73

Ultrasonic gas flowmeter, GF series

74

A three-path ultrasonic flowmeter for smalldiameter pipelines
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Journal of Physics E:
Scientific Instruments
Journal of Physics E:
Scientific Instruments

DOI: 10.1088/0022-3735/16/11/030
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0022-3735/16/11/030
DOI: 10.1088/0022-3735/15/10/001
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0022-3735/15/10/001

1983

n

PTB

1982

n

PTB

1986

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: EAD37B72

ISFFM

2002

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: FD9AF7A4

C. L. Britton

ISFFM

1986

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 19C2F0E4

L. Catheringe

ISFFM

2002

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: AB7EB841

H. Choi

ISFFM

1990

n

PTB

DOI: 10.1016/0955-5986(91)90032-M
www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: E7795302

D. E. Davis

ISFFM

1990

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: F874A9DB

P. Delajoud

ISFFM

2006

y

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 808EB3AE

H. H. Dijstelbergen

ISFFM

1999

y

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: A61F55EA

M. Diritti

ISFFM

1995

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 1E28A0AA

B. Dobrowolski

ISFFM

1986

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 3CB368BB

J. G. Drenthen

ISFFM

1995

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 186B76EF

T. Shimada

ISFFM

2006

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 4046BCBC

B. Mickan

ISFFM

2006

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 22C6C62F

A. A. Fejer

ISFFM

1986

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: D6BA4B78

W. R. Freund

ISFFM

1995

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 4ED5D8F1

D. T. Hahn

ISFFM

1995

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 5FFF5D94

R. E. Harris

ISFFM

1990

y

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 560FF6ED
www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: C18DBEE9

W. M. Haynes

ISFFM

1986

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 18E35DBF

2006

n

PTB

E. Hedlund
J. M. Hobbs

Measurement Science
and Technology
Journal of Physics E:
Scientific Instruments

DOI: 10.1088/0957-0233/17/10/031
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0957-0233/17/10/031
DOI: 10.1088/0022-3735/20/1/001
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0022-3735/20/1/001

1987

n

PTB

J. Holste

ISFFM

1995

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 59EEA39E

M. A. Howard

ISFFM

1986

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: EF1CC870

1988

n

PTB

J. H. Huiysing
M.G. Hvasta

Journal of Physics E:
Scientific Instruments
Measurement Science
and Technology

DOI: 10.1088/0022-3735/21/10/017
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0022-3735/21/10/017
DOI: 10.1088/1361-6501/aac3b5
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1361-6501/aac3b5

2018

n

PTB

M. Ishibashi

ISFFM

1990

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 6EA5AFBD

Y. Ito

ISFFM

1986

y

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 963B3240

G. A. Jackson

Journal of Physics E:
Scientific Instruments

1989

n

PTB

DOI: 10.1088/0022-3735/22/8/022
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0022-3735/22/8/022
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75
76
77
78
79
80
81

Evaluation of theoretical CFV flow models in the
laminar, turbulent and transition flow regimes
Digital temperature compensation of a thermistor
flowmeter
High precision real-time gas flow measurement
Calibrating capillary gas flow meters by means of
the transient method
Comparison of flowmeter calibration equipment
using vortex and turbine meters
Numerical and experimental investigations on the
shape and roughness of cylindrical flow venturi
nozzles (CFVN)
Measurement of forward and reverse natural gas
flows in closed conduits by differential pressure
cone flow meters and ultrasonic meters

A. Johnson

ISFFM

2006

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: BA6BE8CA

I. M. Katz

Journal of Physics E:
Scientific Instruments

1987

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 044BDE03

D. F. Kee

ISFFM

1986

n

PTB

DOI: 10.1088/1361-6501/ab3dcb
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1361-6501/ab3dcb

M. Kudasik

Measurement Science
and Technology

2020

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 08707A45

S. Kun

ISFFM

1986

n

PTB

DOI:10.1051/metrology/201917003

M. A. Lambert

ISFFM

2018

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 97CAD221

P. A. Lawrence

ISFFM

2009

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: FBB75844

82

Operational experience with coriolis meters

J. C. Lee

ISHM

2013

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: DAB61ADC

83

A unique, large, gas flow meter calibration facility
and its comparison with other facilities

W. F. Z. Lee

ISFFM

1990

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: FF8A1BF9

84

LNG research and calibration facility - update

P. Lucas

ISFFM

2018

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 437DDF16

H. Luchsinger

ISFFM

2018

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 00B12412

G. E. Mattingly

ISFFM

2009

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: CA1E4EBA

R. Maury

ISFFM

2018

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: E43FD9A5

R. McBrien

ISFFM

2006

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: F783E0CC

R. D. McCarty

ISFFM

1990

y

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 62C86FBF

B. Mickan

ISFFM

2009

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: C006B497

B. Mickan

ISFFM

2009

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 0EF5535B

B. Mickan

ISFFM

2006

y

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: A5B29D8E

B. Mickan

ISFFM

2002

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: D652A9B6

B. Mickan

ISFFM

1999

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 7A092F00

B. Mickan

ISFFM

2006

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: E560731B

R. Moldes

ISFFM

2006

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: B028CBF0

D. Montgomery

ISFFM

2006

n

PTB

2000

n

PTB

1999

y

PTB

85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

96
97
98
99

New liquid hydrocarbon flow standard for meter
accuracy verification of coriolis flowmeters used
in oil and gas application
Improved meter performance characterizations
for liquid and gas turbine meters
Cryogenic flow metering calibration: Improved
laser doppler velocimetry standard
Performance of 4-inch ultrasonic meters in high
pressure natural gas flow
A model for the speed of sound of natural gas
mixtures
Evaluation of two new volumetric primary
standards for gas volume established by PTB
Experiences with sonic nozzles used for different
gases and wide range of pressure and
temperature conditions
The use of micro-nozzles under sonic and
subsonic conditions with various gases
Pigsar - The extended test facility and new
german national primary standard for high
pressure natural gas
Efficiency evaluation of frequently used flow
conditioners
Determination of discharge coefficient of critical
nozzles based on their geometry and the theory
of laminar and turbulent boundary layers
Uncertainty in the measurement of natural gas
composition with on-line chromatography and its
contribution to total uncertainty in the
measurement of energy flow
Laser 2 focus flow optical flow meters for the
measurement of natural gas
Ultrasonic transit-time flowmeters modelled with
theoretical velocity-profiles: methodology
Development of the calibration facility for small
mass flow rates of gases and the sonic venturi
nozzle transfer standard
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P. I. Moore
S.-I. Nakao

Measurement Science
and Technology
International Journal
Series B- Fluids and
thermal engineering

DOI: 10.1088/0957-0233/11/12/321
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0957-0233/11/12/321
https://doi.org/10.1299/jsmeb.42.667
https://doi.org/10.1299/kikaib.65.677
DOI: 10.1088/0957-0233/6/6/020
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0957-0233/6/6/020
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100
101
102
103
104
105

The measurement principle of the fluidic gas
flowmeter
The measurement of high pressure natural gas
flows using the four-path ultrasonic flowmeter
developed by british gas
Performance of an electromagnetic flowmeter
with six point electrodes
The development of a primary standard for
calibrating flow meters on gaseous media
A turbine flow meter that is insensitive to changes
in fluid density
Reynolds number and installation effects on
turbine meters

M. Nishigaki

Measurement Science
and Technology

1995

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: C57A93D6

M. E. Nolan

ISFFM

1986

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 044BDE03

V. T. O'Sullivan

Journal of Physics E:
Scientific Instruments

1983

n

PTB

DOI: 10.1088/0022-3735/16/12/017
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0022-3735/16/12/017

P. D. Olivier

ISFFM

1990

y

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: C814010F

P. D. Olivier

ISFFM

2002

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: D4EA48EC

J. T. Park

ISFFM

1995

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: CE5660B4

106

Use of coriolis meters in gas application

T. Patten

ISFFM

1995

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 53E95E06

107

Flow measurement calibration using laminar
elements

R. K. Peelle

ISFFM

1986

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: EC36AA6E

108

A novel concept of a gas flow calibration rig

A. Pfau

ISFFM

2009

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 78466664

J. G. Pope

Flow
Measurement
and Instrumentation

2015

y

PTB

DOI: 10.1016/j.flowmeasinst.2015.10.010
www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 692C1FC6

J. L. Savidge

ISFFM

2002

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 4B4A4FF4

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 2CACD9B7

109

110

Hydrogen field test standard: Laboratory and
Field performance
AGA10 sound speed equations: background,
thermodynamic relations, ideal gas and equation
of state methods, uncertainty analysis, and
calculation flow diagram for natural gas
measurement applications

111

Fundamental principles of rotary meters

R. H. Schieber

112

Primary calibration of the boeing 18kg/sec (40
lbm/sec) airflow calibration transfer standard

W. F. Seidl

ISFFM

1986

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: F4C2DF4E

113

Methodology of proving liquid flow meters

D. Seiler

ISFFM

2015

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 71681DBC

J. J. S. Shen

ISFFM

1986

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 0B58847B

C. R. Sparks

ISFFM

1986

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: BF1F89CF

114
115

Velocity profile measurement in an orifice meter
calibration system for natural gas
Certifying flow conditions at gas pipeline
metering installations

116

Analysis of flow meter calibration

P. G. Spazzini

ISFFM

2015

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: D9951653

117

Other differential pressure meters

S. T. Stark

ISHM

2002

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 081EE62D

K. E. Starling

ISFFM

1986

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 367660E5

D. G. Stewart

ISFFM

1999

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 119D9FC1

D. G. Stewart

ISFFM

2002

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 53FB2A7D

A. Strzelecki

ISFFM

2015

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: F603480C

K. Su

ISFFM

1999

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 63197DFC

H. Többen

ISFFM

2006

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: E45AA5F3

M. van der Zande

ISFFM

2018

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 2FC6D5F3

M. Viar

Measurement Science
and Technology

2018

n

PTB

DOI: 10.1088/1361-6501/aad1e2
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1361-6501/aad1e2

118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125

Gas flow measurement improvement by accurate
thermodynamic properties correlation
Uncertainty in theoretical mass flowrate of pure
gases through critical flow nozzles
Performance of coriolis meters in gas flow
Towards a cryogenic LDV fluid flow
measurement standard
Ultrasonic gas and fluid flowrate measuring
method and system thereof
Impulse force flow meter - functional principle and
first results
Application of the magnetic resonance
multiphase flowmeter to challenging field
conditions
Gravimetric flow standard in the vacuum and
hermetic modes
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126
127
128

The advantages of venturi nozzles working at
critical flow in metrology of gas flow under
pressure and application to gas metering
Influence of thermodynamic calculations on the
flow rate of sonic nozzles
A remote measuring flow meter for petroleum and
other industrial applications

F. Vulovic

ISFFM

2002

y

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 8293D4E5

F. Vulovic

ISFFM

1999

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 81DCA952

1998

n

PTB

H. Wang

Measurement Science
and Technology
Journal of Physics E:
Scientific Instruments

DOI: 10.1088/0957-0233/9/5/007
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0957-0233/9/5/007
DOI: 10.1088/0022-3735/13/4/016
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0022-3735/13/4/016

129

The Coanda meter - a fluidic digital gas flowmeter

P. H. Wright

1980

n

PTB

130

The calibration, proving
ultrasonic flow meters

K. J. Zanker

ISFFM

2006

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 006A3D1C

131

A new PVTt primary gas flow standard at cms

C.-Y. Kuo

ISFFM

2015

y

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: ADAADB2C

A. Johnson

ISFFM

2015

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 8713C137

J. P. Vallet

ISFFM

2012

y

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 917DC0DF

B. Mickan

ISFFM

2012

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 63191824

132
133
134
135

and

validation of

Real gas corrections for high beta ratio (> 0,25)
critical flow venturi (CFV) installations
The conception and the construction of a new
high pressure primary facility for gas
The critical back pressure ratio of sonic nozzles the correlation with diffuser geometry and gas
composition
The introduction of the multipurpose PVTt gas
flow facility

Y. Zhou

ISFFM

2015

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 6332BBCC

136

Thermal effects on critical flow venturis

J. D. Wright

ISFFM

2015

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 6A4717CF

137

Uncertainty analysos of the low flow capability of
a natural gas calibration facility

T. Kegel

ISFFM

2012

n

PTB

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 0B628475

2003

n

PTB

DOI: 10.6028/jres.108.004
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4844527/

1998

n

PTB

2010

y

PTB

n

PTB

138
139
140

Design and uncertainty analysis for a PVTt gas
flow standard
Numerical characterization of the discharge
coefficient in critical nozzles
Performance of critical flow venturis under
transient conditions

J.D. Wright
A. N. Johnson
J. D. Wright

Journal of Research of
the National Institute of
Standards
and
Technology
NCSL Workshop and
Symposium
Measurement Science
and Technology

https://www.nist.gov/publications/numerical-characterization-discharge
-coefficient-critical-nozzles
DOI: 10.1088/0957-0233/21/5/055404
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0957-0233/21/5/055404
https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2003/IMEKO-TC9-2003-037.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251786900
https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2000/IMEKO-TC9-2000-001.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/289235849

141

What is the "best" transfer standard for gas flow?

J. D. Wright

FLOMEKO

2003

142

Ultrasonic domestic gas meters - a review

N. Bignell

FLOMEKO

2000

NEL

R. Deboom

FLOMEKO

2000

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2000/IMEKO-TC9-2000-003.pdf

U. Karnik

FLOMEKO

2000

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2000/IMEKO-TC9-2000-007.pdf

Z. Liangjie

FLOMEKO

2000

NEL

https://www. pdf imeko.org/publications/tc9-2000/IMEKO-TC9-2000-001.

H. Dietrich

FLOMEKO

2000

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2000/IMEKO-TC9-2000-059.pdf

J. P. Vallet

FLOMEKO

2000

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2000/IMEKO-TC9-2000-061.pdf

B. Btyi

FLOMEKO

2000

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2000/IMEKO-TC9-2000-069.pdf

H. Dijstelbergen

FLOMEKO

2000

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2000/IMEKO-TC9-2000-070.pdf

S. Caldwell

FLOMEKO

2003

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2003/IMEKO-TC9-2003-010.pdf

A. S. Kun

FLOMEKO

2003

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2003/IMEKO-TC9-2003-019.pdf

143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151

Traceability and uncertainty analysis for a
calibration process for flowmeters, using coriolis
flowmeters as reference
Centaur round robin test traceability of
transcanada calibrations facility
In-Situ calibration of natural gas orifice meters -a recently accepted concept in china
Flow meter calibration with sonic nozzles in
highpressure natural gas
Improvement of thermodynamic calculations
used for the flow rate of sonic nozzles
Dynamic traceability for gasmeter calibration
stations using ultrasonic and diaphragmatic
reference meters as a twin package
Repeatability and uncertainty of Tccs Isle des
Chenes testing facility
Calibration of large high pressure v-cone
flowmeters at high reynolds numbers in the
CEESI Iowa natural gas test facility
Periodic control and dynamic traceability test of
an SNPS1 to the National Standard of Gas
flowmeters calibration
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152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167

The biggest calibration facility to be built for
actual natural gas in china
Uncertainty analysis and long-term stability
investigation of the german primary highpressure natural gas test facility Pigsar
Comparison of low pressure gas flow standards
Development of an ultrasonic flowmeter for
hydrogen gas
Development of the critical nozzle flow meter for
high pressure hydrogen gas dispenser at a
hydrogen gas station
Results of the North American Fas Flow
Calibration Laboratory Comparison: CEESI-SwriTcc
Kind of New calibration method for the volume of
bell prover
Assessment of reproducibility and linearity of the
Nmia bell prover using a high flowrate sonic
nozzle array
Bell Prover - Calibration and monitoring of time
stability
Bilateral comparison confirms Nims and Nists
gas flow capabilities
Calibration and verification of Mems Mass Flow
Meters For Custody Transfer
Performance evaluation of critical flow venturi
nozzle with primary standard calibration facilities
at Fcri and validation with ISO standards
Performance of a gas flow meter calibration
system utilizing critical flow venturi standards
Reducing calibration uncertainty by expanding
the use of critical flow venturi standards
Traceable calibrations from primary standard to
On-site ultrasonic flowmeter
Critical flow sonic nozzles gas flow facility with
medium-pressure and closed-loop pipelines

G. Liang

FLOMEKO

2003

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2003/IMEKO-TC9-2003-007.pdf

W. Bremser

FLOMEKO

2003

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2003/IMEKO-TC9-2003-002.pdf

K. Chahine

FLOMEKO

2005

NEL

S. Hoshikawa

FLOMEKO

2005

NEL

Shin-Ichi Nakao

FLOMEKO

2005

NEL

ISBN: 978-162993428-0
No document uploaded on www.imeko.org

P. Espina

FLOMEKO

2005

NEL

ISBN: 978-162993428-0
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/237748690
No document uploaded on www.imeko.org

C. Lishui

FLOMEKO

2010

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2010/IMEKO-TC9-2010-005.pdf

K. Chahine

FLOMEKO

2010

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2010/IMEKO-TC9-2010-003.pdf

M. Benkova

FLOMEKO

2010

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2010/IMEKO-TC9-2010-004.pdf

C. Li

FLOMEKO

2010

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2010/IMEKO-TC9-2010-002.pdf

W. Deng

FLOMEKO

2010

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2010/IMEKO-TC9-2010-066.pdf

P. N. Unnikrishnan

FLOMEKO

2010

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2010/IMEKO-TC9-2010-014.pdf

M. Carter

FLOMEKO

2010

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2010/IMEKO-TC9-2010-013.pdf

T. M. Kegel

FLOMEKO

2010

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2010/IMEKO-TC9-2010-049.pdf

F.-R. Yang

FLOMEKO

2010

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2010/IMEKO-TC9-2010-088.pdf

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/293078904
No document uploaded on www.imeko.org
ISBN: 978-162993428-0
No document uploaded on www.imeko.org

S. L. Feng

FLOMEKO

2013

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2013/IMEKO-TC9-2013-027.pdf

168

Crude biogas flowmetering

Fares Ben Rayana
Suez

FLOMEKO

2013

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2013/IMEKO-TC9-2013-069.pdf

169

Design of a large-capacity flow calibration/test
facility for natural gas flow meter

Y.-C. Ha Kyung-Am

FLOMEKO

2013

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2013/IMEKO-TC9-2013-036.pdf

170

The new Pvtt facility in Nim

C. K. K. C. Chi Wang

FLOMEKO

2013

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2013/IMEKO-TC9-2013-024.pdf

171

An intercomparison of water flow and gas flow
laboratories using ISO 5167 DP devices

J. van der Grinten

FLOMEKO

2016

NEL

172

Ensuring a high level confidence in sonic nozzle
test equipment used to certify domestic gas
meters

A. J. Cockshott

FLOMEKO

2016

NEL

173

Extended data analysis of bilateral comparisons
with air and natural gas up to 5 Mpa

B. Mickan

FLOMEKO

2016

NEL

B. K. Rasmussen

FLOMEKO

2016

NEL

T. M. Kegel

FLOMEKO

2016

NEL

174
175

Metrological support for LNG custody transfer
and transport
Reducing the uncertainty of a high pressure, high
flowrate calibration facility

Summary report activity A3.1.1

https://metrology.asn.au/flomeko2016/papers/57d5bcbea4290-Grinten
_et-al_Dp-intercomparison_PaperFlomeko2016_v7.pdf
https://metrology.asn.au/flomeko2016/papers/57a3fa6119492-Ensuring%
20a%20High%20Level%20Confidence%20in%20Sonic%20Test%20E
quipment%20Used%20to%20Certify%20Domestic
%20Gas%20Meters-flomeko2016-Antony%20Cockshott.pdf
https://www.nist.gov/publications/extended-data-analysis-bilateralcomparisons-air-and-natural-gas-5-mpa
https://tsapps.nist.gov/publication/get_pdf.cfm?pub_id=921644
https://metrology.asn.au/flomeko2016/papers/57bef1da6cf57-Mickan
_Extended%20data%20analysis%20of%20comparisons%20with%20critical%20
nozzles%2008-25-2016.pdf
https://lngmetrology.info/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/FLOMEKO_Metrological
-support-for-LNG-custody-transfer-and-transport.pdf
https://metrology.asn.au/flomeko2016/papers/57d8d369e6bf4Kegel%20Paper%201.pdf
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176

The comparison of low pressure gas flow rate
among Nim, PTB and VNIIR

C. Li

FLOMEKO

2016

NEL

http://metrology.asn.au/flomeko2016/papers/57b1685c25466-04-The%
20comparison%20of%20low%20pressure%20gas%20flowrate%20among%
20NIM,%20PTB%20and%20VNIIR.doc

177

The uncertainty analysis and capability
verification for the high pressure Pvtt Gas flow
facility of Nim

C. Li

FLOMEKO

2016

NEL

https://metrology.asn.au/flomeko2016/papers/chunhui_li_uncertainty_analysis.pdf

178

Towards the improvement of a blow-down type
high pressure air flow calibration rig

W.-B. Wang

FLOMEKO

2016

NEL

179

World's first LNG research and calibration facility

P. Lucas

FLOMEKO

2016

NEL

Y.-C. Ha

FLOMEKO

2019

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-115.pdf

M. MacDonald

FLOMEKO

2019

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-040.pdf

Y.-C. Lin

FLOMEKO

2019

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-107.pdf

C. L

FLOMEKO

2019

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-020.pdf

C. Wang

FLOMEKO

2019

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-021.pdf

A. Gunnarsson

FLOMEKO

2019

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-099.pdf

K. Chahine

FLOMEKO

2019

NEL

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-087.pdf

F. Cascetta

OIML

2013

y

FHA

https://www.oiml.org/en/publications/bulletin/pdf/oiml_bulletin_oct_2013.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/258344246

J. Dajes

OIML

2012

y

FHA

https://www.oiml.org/en/publications/bulletin/pdf/oiml_bulletin_jan_2012.pdf

V. Fafurin

OIML

2017

y

FHA

https://www.oiml.org/en/publications/bulletin/pdf/oiml_bulletin_april_2017.pdf

Young-Cheol Ha

FLOMEKO

2019

y

FHA

180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195

A new gravimetric primary standard for natural
gas flow measurement at KOGAS
Air and nitrogen testing of coriolis flow meters
designed for hydrogen refuelling stations
Establishment and verification of mercury-sealed
piston prover for primary standard
The high pressure sonic nozzle gas flow standard
facility in NIM
The high pressure close loop gas flow standard
facility in NIM
Primary piston prover intercomparison between
PTB, VSL and FORCE technology
Establishment of an ultra-high accuracy 670
PVTt gas flow primary standard at NMIA
Calibration results of a new generation capillary
type thermal mass flowmeter for natural gas
Natural gas metrology in Bolivia and Peru
Metrological
support
of
gas
flowrate
measurement in the Russian Federation
A new gravimetric primary standard for natural
gas flow measurement at KOGAS
Study of the Effect of addition of Hydrogen to
Natural gas on diaphragm gas meters
The high pressure close loop gas flow standard
facility in NIM
Modeling of the flow comparator as calibration
device for high pressure natural gas flow
metering in Modelica
Hydrogen field teststandard: Laboratoryand field
performance
CIPM Key Comparison for Low-Pressure Gas
Flow: CCM.FF-K6 Final report

J. Jaworski
Chi Wang

2020
FLOMEKO

S.Singh
J.Pope

FHA

2019

y

FHA

Double entry to number 180
https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-115.pdf
DOI: 10.3390/en13113006
https://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/13/11/3006
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/342177123
Double entry to number 184
https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-021.pdf

2020

75

101808

FHA

DOI: 10.1016/j.flowmeasinst.2020.101808
https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-036.pdf

2015

46

112-124

FHA

DOI: 10.1016/j.flowmeasinst.2015.10.010

John Wright

BIPM

2007

FHA

196

APMP Key Comparison for Low-Pressure Gas
Flow

Toshihiro Morioka

BIPM

2010

FHA

197

CIPM Comparison of the Primary (National)
Standards of Low‐Pressure Gas Flow

M. Benková

BIPM

2014

FHA

198

EURAMET Comparison of the Primary (National)
Standards of Low‐Pressure Gas Flow

Miroslava Benková

BIPM

2014

FHA

199

Comparisons of national standards in the field of
gas flow rate and volume,gas flow rates from 20
to 6500 m3/h

Aidar Mingaleev

BIPM

2019

FHA

Summary report activity A3.1.1

http://metrology.asn.au/flomeko2016/papers/57b0fceab9418Towards_the_Improvement
_of_a_Blow-Down_Type_High_Pressure_Air_Flow_Calibration_Rig.docx
https://lngmetrology.info/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/FLOMEKO_World%
E2%80%99s-first-LNG-research-and-calibration-facility.pdf

DOI: 10.1088/0026-1394/44/1A/07008
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0026-1394/44/1A/07008
DOI: 10.1088/0026-1394/48/1A/07002
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0026-1394/48/1A/07002
APMP comparison: Identifier APMP.M.FF-K6
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0026-1394/51/1A/07004
https://www.bipm.org/documents/20126/48150695/CCM.FF
-K6.2011.pdf/ff4b9a26-062d-1f12-7be8-147cbe335ab2
CIPM key comparison. Identifier: CCM.FF‐K6.2011
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0026-1394/52/1A/07002
https://www.bipm.org/documents/20126/48150695/EURAMET.M.FF-K6.pdf/
18e80f1f-02dd-025c-3666-30d787a989c5
EURAMET comparison: Identifier EURAMET.M.FF-K6
DOI: 10.1088/0026-1394/57/1A/07026
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0026-1394/57/1A/07026
COOMET.M.FF-S9,CООМЕТ 680/RU/16 Target medium: Air
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200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217

Development of a calibration facility for small
mass flow rates of gas and the uncertainty of a
sonic venturi transfer standard
Development and evaluation of the calibration
facility for high-pressure hydrogen gas
flowmeters
Performance of Coriolis meters in transient gas
flow
Precise calculation of natural gas sound speed
using neural networks: An application in flow
meter calibration
Invariant system for measuring the flow rate of
wet gas on Coriolis flowmeters
Hydrogen refuelling station calibration with a
traceable gravimetric standard
Investigations on pressure dependence of
Coriolis Mass Flow Meters used at Hydrogen
Refuelling Stations
Modeling of the flow comparator as calibration
device for high pressure natural gas flow
metering in Modelica
Air and nitrogen testing of coriolis flow meters
designed for hydrogen refuelling stations
A method for maintaining accuracy of ultrasonic
gas flow meters calibrated on air at atmospheric
pressure when measuring natural gas at high
pressure
A new gravimetric primary standard for natural
gas flow measurement at KOGAS
Combining three independent traceability chains
for high-pressure gas flow in Germany
Development and uncertainty evaluation of gas
flow standard facility with adjustable working
temperature
Low-Pressure Gas Flow Standard in Russian
Federation: Principles, Calibration Techniques,
Intercomparisons
The high pressure sonic nozzle gas flow standard
facility in NIM
The high pressure close loop gas flow standard
facility in NIM
An instrument for gravimetric calibration of flow
devices with corrosive gases
New developments in ultrasonic gas analysis and
flowmetering

Shin-Ichi Nakao

Flow
Measurement
and Instrumentation

1997

Enagas

DOI: 10.1016/S0955-5986(97)00006-X
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S095559869700006X

T. Morioka

Flow
Measurement
and Instrumentation

2014

Enagas

DOI: 10.1016/j.flowmeasinst.2014.05.019
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S095559861400065X

J. Pope

Flow
Measurement
and Instrumentation

2014

Enagas

DOI: 10.1016/j.flowmeasinst.2014.02.003
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S095559861400017X

M. Farzaneh-Gord

Flow
Measurement
and Instrumentation

2018

Enagas

DOI: 10.1016/j.flowmeasinst.2018.10.013
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S095559861830222X

2019

Enagas

2020

Enagas

Zh. A. Dayev
R. Maury

DOI: 10.1016/j.flowmeasinst.2019.101653
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S095559861930319X
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.flowmeasinst.2020.101743
Found by FHA as well

O. Bueker

Flow
Measurement
and Instrumentation

2020

Enagas

S.Singh

Flow
Measurement
and Instrumentation

2020

Enagas

M. MacDonald

FLOMEKO

2019

Enagas

A, Stetsenko

FLOMEKO

2019

Enagas

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-030.pdf
Found by FHA as well

Young-Cheol Ha

FLOMEKO

2019

Enagas

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-115.pdf
Found by FHA as well

J. van der Grinten

FLOMEKO

2019

Enagas

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-058.pdf

C. Tao

FLOMEKO

2019

Enagas

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-032.pdf

I. A. Isaev

FLOMEKO

2019

Enagas

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-091.pdf

C. Li

FLOMEKO

2019

Enagas

C. Wang

FLOMEKO

2019

Enagas

J. O. Hylton

ISFFM

1999

Enagas

www.measurementlibrary.com Document ID: 2A8DEB2B

2008

Enagas

DOI: 10.1109/ULTSYM.2008.0124
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/4803647

2011

Enagas

DOI: 10.13031/2013.39818
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/269847842

2012

Enagas

DOI: 10.1109/CECNet.2012.6201686
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/6201686

2021

Enagas

DOI: 10.1016/j.jngse.2020.103735
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1875510020305898

S. Jacobson

218

Development of a low-flow meter for measuring
gas production in bioreactors

I. C. Clark

219

Development of a gas flow and velocity
calibration facility

Y. Liu

220

Estimation of the energy content of propanated
biomethane using ultrasonic measurements

T. Koturbash

221

Measurement of gas flow by means of critical flow
Venturi nozzles

222

Gas meters – Diaphragm gas meters

Summary report activity A3.1.1

Flow
Measurement
and Instrumentation
Flow
Measurement
and Instrumentation

European Committee
for standardization
European Committee
for standardization

IEEE
Ultrasonics
Symposium
American Society of
Agricultural
and
Biological Engineers
International
Conference
on
Consumer Electronics,
Communications and
Networks
Journal of Natural Gas
Science
and
Engineering

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-037.pdf
Found by FHA as well
DOI: 10.1016/j.flowmeasinst.2020.101808
https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-036.pdf
Found by FHA as well
https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-040.pdf
Found by NEL as well

https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-020.pdf
Found by NEL as well
https://www.imeko.org/publications/tc9-2019/IMEKO-TC9-2019-021.pdf
Found by NEL as well

CEN standard

2005

y

PTB

ISO 9300:2005

CEN standard

2017

y

PTB

EN 1359:20178
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223

Gas meters – Turbine gas meters

224

Gas meters – Rotary displacement meters

Summary report activity A3.1.1

European Committee
for standardization
European Committee
for standardization

CEN standard

2017

y

PTB

EN 12261:2017

CEN standard

2018

y

PTB

EN 12480:2018
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